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Introduction
Rough and tumble play has been defined as physically vigorous behaviors, such
as chase and play fighting, that are accompanied by positive feelings between the
players[1]. The authors argue that rough and tumble play is an important
component of the ancestral health mismatch. While diet, sun exposure, sleep, and
other lifestyle factors have received the lion’s share of attention and study in the
ancestral mismatch hypothesis, there is a growing understanding that movement
may also be a primary factor in the ancestral mismatch problem[2][3]. Less
attention has been paid to the role of play as a primary motivating system for
movement, and an educational impulse that has implications across a huge range
of psychosocial and motor development[4][5][6].
Rough and tumble play is arguably a heavily repressed form of play[4][5][6] and yet
at the same time a truly fundamental and powerful form of play[4][5][7]. Rough and
tumble play has its own dedicated neural networks in the brains[7], is universal in
all mammals, and has antecedents that are found throughout the group of bilateral
animals, including birds, reptiles, and crustaceans[8][9]. Rough and tumble play is a
key system for humans to develop physical coordination, strength, agility, spatial
awareness, risk management, emotional management, social negotiation,
cooperation, and moral systems that deserves further examination.
Origins & Benefits of Roughhousing
Play is intrinsically rewarding to humans[3][6][7]; and has been previously argued to
be one of evolution's most powerful solutions for helping animals develop into
physically strong, socially well-adjusted, and cognitively flexible
adults[4][5][7][8][9][10]. Rough and tumble play is arguably the oldest form of play,
with origins that go back at least 160 million years[7]. Play also has a distinct
motivation circuit, like food seeking, dominance, or sex; it is one of our
fundamental means of releasing rewarding neurohormones like dopamine,
endorphins, and opioids[11][12].
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It has been demonstrated that humans need movement to develop
normally[2][13][14], and humans evolved to develop movement through play[15].
Among other lessons, rough and tumble play teaches humans the limits of their
bodies, the way other bodies move and interact with them, how to develop rhythm
and coordination, the experience of both physical and psychological painful
sensations without direct threat or harm to the body and how to deal with that
pain, how to empathize with others, and how to create positive sum interactions
with others[8][16][17][18].
Rough and tumble play has been found to be essential for physically mapping the
body in infancy and toddlerhood, and understanding personal physical safety
ranging from bigger locomotive challenges like when and where to balance, to
smaller locomotive procedures like knowing how hard to high-five a friend
[16][19][20][21]
. Other studies demonstrate the primal drive for humans and primates
[8][15]
to play
; Berghänel et al.[22] identified that juvenile macaques, particularly
males, that focused on locomotor play in turn accelerated their motor skill
acquisition and mastery, at times in exchange for slightly delaying their own
physical growth.
Some form of wrestling is in fact common across much of the animal kingdom as
a way to resolve dominance hierarchies, as rough and tumble play is a way to
develop a sense of who is stronger without having to actually risk true physical
harm[8][18]. Roughhousing also has a primary role in the development of social
negotiation[14][16][23]. Panksepp[7] demonstrated weaker rats will invite play with
stronger rats only as long as the dominant rat allows the weaker one to win at least
30% of the time. This drive to play creates a game that rewards prosocial
behavior. In order for the stronger rat to choose to lose it must have some moral
sense about the other rat, it has to care about how someone else responds. This
kind of cooperation is also found in humans, and has been demonstrated to be at
the root of humans’ learning to cooperate. These and other studies also suggest
that altruism co-evolved with rough and tumble play[13][14][15].
Play has often been portrayed by modern society as something unnecessary and
trivial for adults[4][24]. However, spontaneous interactive physical play has been
documented in all primates as adults, and humans are in fact the most playful
across their lifespan[8][10]. There is strong evidence that cross-generational play
has numerous benefits for both adults and children[4][5][17]; St. George et al.[25]
found that fathers who engaged in rough and tumble play with their children
resulted in children engaging in safer risk taking and less injury overall. Gaumon
& Paquette[26] identified that fathers roughhousing with their children negatively
predicted internalizing behavior disorders.
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Consequences of a Lack of Roughhousing
Numerous studies[4][5][6][17] have found that a lack of rough and tumble play is
correlated to a host of physical, emotional, and developmental problems. Several
studies have found that without physical play adults’ brains and bodies deteriorate
more quickly[5][18][21][24]. Brown[4] found that a lack of play was a primary factor in
predicting criminal behavior among murderers in Texas prisons. Children and
adults that do not have some kind of physical play outlet have been shown to
experience higher rates of isolation, depression, ill physical health[2][4][6][9][24], and
mental decline in older adults[27].
Unfortunately, recess and tactile learning activities are being shortened or
eliminated from schools at all ages[6][28]. Several studies have found modern social
systems and current views on roughhousing are creating environments where
play, and specifically rough and tumble play, is being eliminated, penalized, and
in some cases criminalized at a very young age[29][30][31], making unstructured
physical play a liability rather than a core curriculum. Adults often attempt to
replace children’s rough and tumble play with sports or other structured physical
activities; however the majority of American team sports or martial arts were
developed at a time when rough and tumble play was far more common in
children's lives[5][6][14][15]; therefore the authors hypothesize the pedagogy of most
of these systems is unconsciously rooted in an assumption that children would
develop normally through play before being put into sports or disciplines[5], and
that children are therefore still not receiving the foundational training that
unstructured rough and tumble play provides despite their involvement in team
sports[4][6][7][16][17][21][28].
Benefits from Re-Introducing Roughhousing
Play research across all animals has demonstrated that the benefits of rough and
tumble play can be adopted and cultivated at any age; the findings have included
improved spatial and environmental awareness, cognitive plasticity, increased
lifespan and quality of life, and improved social connection with locomotor play
adopted at any age[1][2][4][10][15][21][27]. Brown[4] found that roughhouse playing
together helped couples rekindle their relationship and explore other forms of
emotional intimacy.
The authors’ own work in teaching people the principles of rough and tumble play
and exposing them to roughhousing has had effects far beyond their expectations.
They have found that people who have not roughhoused in a while, or ever, often
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have an aversion to roughhousing, thinking it is dangerous or they will hurt the
other person or themselves. As a consequence, within Evolve Move Play seminars
the focus is instead on fundamental skills in sensitivity to seminar participants’
partners, how to build rapport through movement and touch, how to recognize
how we are internally responding to the intensity of interaction, and how to build
a vocabulary of games and movements so they can play in a positive
developmental, neurologically beneficial way. Students have reported after the
seminars how the exercises practiced during the workshops improved their
relationships with their children, their spouse, their sex life, and their performance
in sport or martial arts[32][33].
Conclusion
The authors have argued how roughhousing is an essential part of our primal,
ancestral human development. They also argue that modern society has
suppressed it down and out of everyday behaviors. They have demonstrated the
need and value of roughhousing, and consequences of depriving humans of
roughhousing. They also identified benefits of reintroducing roughhousing to
regular physical practice, and possible approaches for reintroduction. Their hope
is that this paper inspires people to consider a lack of rough and tumble play as an
element of the ancestral mismatch problem, and that more ancestral lifestyle
researchers and movement practitioners explore the benefits of roughhousing and
adopt rough and tumble play into their practice.
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